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ASYMPTOTICS FOR THIN SUPERCONDUCTING RINGS 
By Jacob RUBINSTEIN and Michelle SCHATZMAN 
ABSTRACT. - We consider thin superconducting rings of arbitrary smooth shape. We show that when the ring 
thickness is much smaller than its radius, the coherence length and the penetration length, the Ginzburg-Landau 
energy functional can be approximated by a one dimensional functional. The model we derive is useful for 
the analysis of several problems in superconductivity such as the Little-Parks effect and Josephson junctions. 
0 Elsevier, Paris 
RBsuMB. - Considerons des anneaux fins supraconducteurs de forme arbitraire mais reguliere. Nous montrons 
que, quand l’epaisseur de l’anneau est tres petite devant son rayon, la longueur de coherence et la longueur 
de penetration, la fonctionnelle d’tnergie de Ginzburg-Landau peut &tre approchte par une fonctionnelle en une 
dimension d’espace. Le modtle que nous deduisons peut @tre utilise pour l’analyse de plusieurs problemes en 
supraconductivite, tels que l’effet Little-Parks et les jonctions de Josephson. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
1. Introduction 
Some of the most spectacular phenomena associated with superconductors are observed 
for samples that form multiply connected geometries. As examples we mention the 
occurence of permanent currents [ll], [9], devices based on Josephson junctions [tin], 
and the Little-Parks effect [8]. In this paper we shall analyse the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) 
energy functional for a ring geometry. We show that when the ring thickness is very small 
compared with its radius and the two natural lengthscales of superconductivity, the GL 
functional can be approximated by a simpler one dimensional model. 
The new model was formally introduced by Berger and Rubinstein [l], [2] who used it 
to analyze the Little Parks experiment. They predicted that new bifurcation curves should 
emerge when the ring thickness is not constant. Our present results justify their model 
and in particular they imply that their formula for the current is a good approximation 
for the true current in the ring. 
In the next section we outline the basic equations of superconductivity and define 
nondimensional units. The geometric formulation is presented in Section 3. There are 
basically three steps in the proof: first we obtain in Section 4 estimates on the magnetic 
field. We then estimate in Section 5 the Ginzburg-Landau functional from above and 
below by a simpler functional which is essentially one dimensional and does not depend 
upon small parameters. Finally we use techniques from the calculus of variations to prove 
convergence of the minimizers in suitable function spaces. In Section 6 we discuss our 
results and review some particular properties of the Euler-Lagrange equations for the 
minimizers of the limiting functional. 
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2. Physical formulation 
Consider a superconducting sample occupying a domain (2 E I%‘. The Ginzburg-Landau 
model for the free energy of the sample is given by [ 111: 
(1) G(ii, 2) = / [-rrliil’ + @]6]“/2 + [/(&grad + e@~)iL/~]/2nl] dx 
.R 
Here fi is the order parameter, A is the magnetic vector potential, fit is the applied 
magnetic field, h is Planck’s constant, e and rrl are the charge and mass of the Cooper 
pairs respectively, c is the speed of light, and LY and p are two parameters that depend 
upon the material and the temperature. The square of the absolute value of U measures 
the local density of the superconducting electrons, and the phase of U is related to the 
current that will be defined below. We assume that the applied field is in the direction 
orthogonal to the plane. 
Superconductors are characterized by two lengthscales: the wave function V, varies on 
the scale of the coherence length I, given by < = ,/w; the magnetic field varies 
on the scale of the penetration length A, given by X = mpc2/4nae2. Using < and X 
we define our nondimensional units as follows: 
(2) x = 214, u = 1;m. H, = &/&H,., A = &‘%H,. 
where H, = dw is the critical field [l 11, [3]. 
The GL functional now takes the following form (up to a multiplying factor): 
(3) G(u,A) = b [-1~1” + (u/“/2 + I(Zgrad + A)u12] dx + lSjkcurlA - H,/‘dx. 
Here IE = X/t is the GL parameter. Many properties of superconductors depend crucially 
on the value of K,. We shall show that when R is a thin ring, the leading order behavior 
of the superconductor does not depend upon K. Notice that the functional (3) is invariant 
under the gauge transformation 
where 0 is an arbitrary smooth function. This gauge invariance enables us to add a 
constraint on A, such as div A = 0. 
3. Geometrical formulation 
In this section we develop the geometrical tools and notation. We refer the reader to 
[dufo] and [sch] for a detailed description of the geometrical objects defined here. Let 620 
be a simply connected open subset of R2; we assume that the boundary M of fla is of 
class C2, and R0 is only on one side of M. Therefore, A4 is an imbedded submanifold of 
R2 of class C2 and of dimension 1. It is of course diffeomorphic to a circle. 
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The fact that M is an imbedded submanifold of W2 of class C2 can be translated as 
follows: we can find two open intervals U(l) and UC*) of IF& and two C2 mappings 
$(l) and $(*I from U(l) and Uc2) to M, which are of rank 1 everywhere such that 
p(uw) u p(uw) cover M; moreover, it can be assumed that the derivatives of 
order 1 and 2 of I/I(~) are bounded (j = 1,2) and it can be shown that $~(j) is an 
homeomorphism of U(j) onto its image, and that ($ (*I -r o $(l) is a diffeomorphism from ) 
U(l) n (+(10)-l 0 $(2)(u(2)) to u(2) n ($2)) -l 0 p(w). 
The coordinate in U will be denoted by 8. In what follows, we will perform calculations 
using the local coordinates defined by $~(l) or I/I(*); but since the choice of the index j = 1 
or 2 is immaterial, we will drop as often as possible the index of V/I and of U. 
The manifold M is equipped with a metric tensor that is induced on it by the Euclidean 
metric of R*. It has exactly one component go0 given in local coordinates by 
It is also convenient to introduce the metric tensor on the cotangent space at $(19) to M; 





If, after all, we want to emphasize the fact that we have two local charts, we will write 
down g(j) instead of g. 
Let B(l) and B(*) be intervals included respectively in U(l) and Uc2), and assume that 
M is included in $~(l)(B(l)) U $I(~)(B(~)) and that ($I(‘))-~(~,LJ(~)(B(~)) n $I(~)(@~))) is 
of zero measure. The measure dvol n/l on M is defined as follows: let f be a continuous 
function on M; then 
(6) .I’ fdvolA,f= c / .foIl,‘j’@dB. 
M jz1,2 Bc3) 
This formula defines an intrinsic measure on M. If we complete C”(M) with respect 
to the norm 
(7) If I = (1 IfI2 dVOlM) 1’2> M 
we obtain the space L2( M). 
Similarly, if w is a complex valued differential form of degree 1 on M given in local 
coordinates by w = adO, its scalar square with respect to the metric go0 is I,12ge0; we 
multiply it by the volume form ,/j$YdB and we integrate it to obtain the L2 square of w: 
(8) s M(w,W)*dvolM = 
Here, (., .)* denotes the scalar product on the cotangent space [lo]. In particular, if f is of 
class C1 and w = df is the differential of f given in local coordinates by: 
df 0 ti w = dBdB, 
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the L2 square of df is the energy form 
(9) 
A more intrinsic way to write this is 
4.f) = 
.i 
(4, df)* dvolnr. 
Al 
The completion of C”(M) with respect to the norm ( Ifi2 + e(f))l/’ is the space H’(M). 
We define now a tubular neighborood of R o: we assume that it is very thin (of size 
O(E)), but we do not assume that its thickness is constant in the normal direction. More 
precisely, let V(X) be the exterior normal to flo at z E 111. Let D be a function of class 
C1 from &r to R; this means that D o 4) is a function of class C1 from U to R. Assume 
moreover that D does not vanish on A4. 
We consider the mapping x from A4 x (0.1) to W2 defined by: 
(11) X(X> 7)) = 2 + V(Z)D(5)&7/. 
For E small enough, x is a diffeomorphism from A4 x (0,l) to its image. 
In more geometrical words, the image of M x (0,l) is a half tubular neighborhood of 
M, with varying thickness. This image will be called a(~); it is an open subset of R”: 
02) O(E) = {:I; + E@(.~:)v(x) : :c E M. 0 < q < l} 
A wealth of information on tubular neighborhoods can be found in [7]. 
Local coordinates in O(E) are defined through the mapping: 
(13) *I(07 7) = x(Ne)> 71) = $J(V + 4fv>)~(lil(~))V&. 
Observe that QJ depends on E; we do not denote explicitly this dependence in order to 
keep the notations readable. 
The Jacobian matrix of Q is given by: 
The metric tensor G in the local coordinates in i2, is defined by: 
(15) 
An explicit computation yields 
(16) 2 + 277~D o &$ . $ + n’~’ 
(17) GO7 =E~~DoQ~, 
(18) Go0 = ~‘(0 o $)‘. 
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It is important to remark that, uniformly in 6 and 77, Gee = gee + O(E), where gee has been 
defined at (5). The determinant of the matrix we are considering here is in local coordinates 
(19) E~G~~(D o $)“(I - ~~v~(d(D 0 $)/de12) = y2. 
The inverse of the matrix is: 
A straightforward computation gives 
(21) Gee = & + O(E), Gel7 = G @  = O(l), G ”q = 
1 
&2(D 0 7/J)” + O(l), 
uniformly in 8 and E. 
It is convenient to identify the vector potential A with a differential form of order 1 
[fla]. This will enable us to make use of local coordinates and intrinsic formulations in 
a consistent way. If A is given in euclidean coordinates by its components A1 and AZ, 
we rewrite it as 
(22) A = Aldxl + A2dx2. 
Writing A in the local coordinates 19, n we get: 
This defines uniquely A@ and A,. In particular, if we make the convention that A0 is 
a function of d and 7, 
which is the scalar product in euclidian space of the vector A o ‘4~ and the vector ~3@/88. 
Thus, when n vanishes, the local coordinate AQ is given by: 
Let r(z) be the unit tangent vector at x to M, oriented in the positive direction along M. 
(We assume some orientation of R2, which implies an orientation of M). The tangential 
component of A(x) on M, All( z is defined to be equal to A(x) . T(X). ) 
We shall now compare Ali and A@: without loss of generality, we may assume that 0 
increases in the direction of the positive orientation on M; thus 
and 
(26) &Co, 0) = A 0 $(d) . T 0 ~,(&‘iS-i, 
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or equivalently: 
(27) 
In the same fashion, it is possible to compare A, and A(x(x,q)) . v(x): 
A,=AoP+ 
But Sl?/aq = E(vD) o $; therefore 
(29) A,, = EA o 9. (.vD) o $. 
4. Estimates for the magnetic field 
Anticipating that the energy G will be of size E, we scale it and set: 
(30) E(u, A, E) = G(u: A)/& 
1 =- 
& 
V(u) + I(grad - ~A)u/‘] dx + IKcurlA - Hf:12dx] i 
where V(u) = -1~1~ + lu14/2. It is sometimes convenient to replace V(u) = [~)~/2 - lu12 
by V(u) = (1 - /u/2)2/2, which differs from the previous expression by a constant. 
We shall look for minimizers uE and A’ in the space Hl(fi(e); C) x HL,(R2)2. The 
Euler-Lagrange equations for minimizers of E are: 
(31) - Au + div (iAu) + iAgrad u + JAj’u + u(Iu12 - 1) = 0, x E C?(E), 
(32) K2curl curlA - KcurlH, = %(Qrad - iA)u)lqE). x E W2, 
(33) (grad - iA)u . v = 0, x E an(~). 
Observe that there are no boundary conditions assigned to the A-equation. 
The applied magnetic field derives from a vector potential A,. We shall split A into two 
parts through A = A, + A;. The field Ai presents the contribution of the superconducting 
current to the total magnetic potential. We shall provide an explicit construction of A, 
and show that the effect of the induced field A; is negligible in the limit of thin rings. 
We always choose the Coulomb gauge, i.e. div A = 0. As we chose A, such that div A, 
vanishes, we infer that div Ai vanishes. 
We start with the construction of A,. We observe that if H, is the sum of a constant 
and a continuous function with compact support, there exists a unique vector potential, up 
to the addition of a constant vector, which satisfies: 
(34) curl A, = H,, div A, = 0, s 
IA,12(1 + /XI)-” dx < cm. 
w 
This fact is proved in Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. The indeterminacy in A, can be removed 
through a simple gauge transformation. 
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LEMMA 1. - The set of vector potentials B such that 
(35) curl B = 0, div B = 0, I 
(B12(1 + 1x1)-‘dx < co, 
* wz 
is exactly the space of constant vector jelds on R2 
Proof. - Let w(zi + iz2) = Bl(zl, x2) + iB2(z1, ~2); according to (35) w satisfies the 
Cauchy-Riemann equations on Iw 2; therefore, w is an entire function; let: 
w> x = $ W (X) = w(x). 
It is clear that W  is an analytic function in C \ {0}, and that it is analytic at infinity; 
therefore, its Laurent expansion around the singularity at 0 is of the form 
W) w = 2 W-kx-k 
k=O 
and the coefficients W-k are given by: 
(38) w-k = &  J w(x)x"-l dX,I- 
where I? is a loop turning once around 0 in the positive sense. If we choose I? : a H reLa, 
we obtain 
(39) 
Relation (39) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality imply 
w Iw-k12 < J 2= 2k T (W(rei”)12 da. 0 
Let us translate the growth condition on w into a growth condition on W. The change 
of variable (36) yields: 
(41) x1 = &, x2 = -$, dz1dx2 = dT;f2. 
Hence we infer the following growth condition on W: 
(42) J Iwv)12 ,.y,>o (IX\ + 1)s dX1 dX2 < +Oc. 
For k > 2, we multiply (40) by rPzk+i, and integrate the inequality from p to 1 to obtain 
(43) 
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Letting p tend to 0, we find that W-k vanishes for k > 2. Therefore, B is of the form 
The divergence free condition on B implies Q: = 0, and the curl free condition on B 
implies p = 0. Hence, B is a constant potential vector. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. - Let H, be the sum of a continuousfunction Kchl with compact support in W2 
and of a constant Kho. The potential A, given by: 
(45) A,(&z2) = ;(-h”l:’ hoxl ) + ; J 
(-Y/“/M” iVyI h(x - Y) dy 
satisfzes 
(46) curl 4, = h, div A, = 0, J IAJ2(1 + 1x1)-” dz < xx. R’
In particular A, is bounded over Iw2 independantly of E. 
Proof. - The vector potential A,,,() = (l/2)(-h0z2 hosl ) clearly satisfies the 
conditions 
(47) curlA,,a = ho, divAe,” = 0; 
moreover, we have 
(48) 4 I lAe,o12(1 + 
IxI)-~ dx < 2n-lh,,12 
s- 
r3(1 + r)-” dr < +cQ. *R’ 0 
On the other hand, suppose that A,.1 is a solution of 
(49) curl A,,1 = hl i divA - 0 e,l - 
and let p be a function which satifsfies 
(50) a’ -A ---XI 
8x1 
P.1.2, P,l,l. 
Then, p satisfies -Ap = h,; using the fundamental solution of the Laplace equation in 
R2, we may write: 
(4,1,1 41,2 ) = &x2/1x12 x’/IxI”) * hl 
We have to estimate the growth of A,,1 ; it suffices to perform the estimate for one of its 
components; for instance, let us estimate: 
(52) 27rA .,1,2(x1, x2) = iZi 1‘ h ( 1 x1 - rcos8,zz - rsin8) sinBdrd8 
knowing that hl is continuous with compact support; hence, we may assume that (hl I is 
bounded by C on the disk of centre 0 and radius R, and vanishes outside of this disk. 
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Therefore, the integrand vanishes unless (r cos 0, r sin 0) belongs to the circle of centre 
(xl, zz) and radius R. This means that T  lies between IzI- R and 1x1+ R, and if 1x1 > R, 
and .7: = peZa, then 10 - QJ is at most equal to the angle [J < 7r/2 given by 
(53) 
Thus, for 1x1 5 R, 
and for 1x1 > R, 
27+4,,1,21 I (2rC)2 arcsin(R/lxl) /“‘Z’ dr = 87rClzl arcsin(R/lzl), R-, 
z 
, 
This shows that Ae,1,2 is bounded over W2 independently of E; similarly A,,l,l is bounded 
over R2, and thus A,,1 satisfies the growth condition. 
Q.E.D. 
Define now a functional E on H1(M) by: 
(54 F(v) = 1 1 
3=1,2 Bc3) 
D 0 ?/Q(j) [V(v 0 t/w) 
+ dv o $(j) 
d0 - 
iA,,I, o y’l(j) @v o @ j2] + de> 
&w 
or equivalently, using a more intrinsic form: 
(55) F(v) = .I’ D [V(v) + (dv - iAev do, dv - iAev do)*] dvolnf. 
M  
The Euler-Lagrange equations for F are (in local coordinates): 
(56) 
Equation (56) shows that the m inimizers of F, instead of being in I?(M) which is the 
class in which we find them are in H2 (M), and are in fact of class C2, using standard 
one dimensional bootstrapping. We shall show that as E + 0, the m inimizers of E(u, A, E) 
converge in a suitable way to the m inimizers of F. 
We first obtain an estimate from above on the infimum of E(u, A, E): 
THEOREM 3. - There exists a constant C independant of E such that 
(57) inf E(u, A, E) 5 C. 
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Proof. - The local coordinates version of E is given by: 
(58) E(w 4 &) =jF2 s,r.,, I’ [V( u 0 ill) + G”)l# + 2RGeal& + GV”(l,j”]ydndH 
+. I%2 ’ / 
KcurlA - H,12 dz. 
Here, we have denoted 
1 = du -ilLA ‘ e do 0; 1, = 2 -iuA,, 
the local coordinates of the differential form do - iAu of degree 1. 
Define a function 6 by the differential equation, parametrized by 2 E IM 
where v is a minimizer of F. Then for A = A, and u = 6, i, = (dfi/dq) - iA,,,G 
vanishes; thus 
Now, thanks to the estimates (19) and (21), we can see that: 
(62) Y = ED 0 ti gee + O(E2), 
(63) Gee = gee -I- O(E), 
(64) A?,0 = A, o 9 . ; = A, o 9 . ($$+O(c)). 
Moreover, the differential equation (60) has a solution given explicitly by: 
(65) 6(x(2, v)) = v(x) exp 
( /’ 
ES(S) ’ A,(&, s)) . u(z) ds 
. 0 
Then, a straightforward computation gives 
Thus 
(67) 
ac0xo dv o li, __ = -$j- + O(E). a0 
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Similarly 
(68) iio~-wo$!J=o(&). 
As w is of class C2 on n/r, the estimates we just wrote down are all uniform with respect 
to E, 17 and 8. We conclude that 
(69) E(G, A,, E) 5 (1 + 0)8’(w) 
Q.E.D. 
Suppose now that (u, A) is a global m inimizer of E(u, A, E). The following inequalities 
are straightforward 
(70) .I (curl Ail2 dz 5 CE; W ” 
(71) 
.I 
n(E) I(grad - iA)u12 dz 5 CE. 
We also recall some results about smoothness properties and estimates for u and A. Clearly, 
A, is of class C2. It is known (e.g. [3]) that \u( 5 1, almost everywhere on n(c). Define 
(72) J = C2C3(G(grad - iA)u)ln(&), 
which is the electric current divided by K~. Since (grad - iA)u is bounded in L2 (O(E)), 
we can see that J is bounded in L2(s2(c)). N ow equation (> can be rewritten as 
(73) -‘IA; = J, 
taking into account the fact that div Ai vanishes. Therefore Ai belongs to H&,(R2). In 
particular, A; is in Co)” for all Q: in [O, 1). 
Next, we estimate more precisely curlAi: 
LEMMA 4. - Let (u, A) be a minimizer of&T; then b = curl (A - A,) = curl Ai vanishes in 
the unbounded component ofW2 \ R(E) and on Ro it is equa2 to some constant b(.~) = O(E). 
Finally, (bl~a(o(~)) = O(E~/~). 
Proof. - Let b = curl Ai; then curl b = J; since J vanishes outside of Q(E), b is locally 
constant outside of O(E). In particular condition (70) implies that b vanishes identically 
on the unbounded component of R2 \ n(&). Let b(E) be the value of b on Ra, which is 
the bounded component of W2 \ Q(E); we have: 
(74) 
and hence 
(75) b(x(z, 77)) = --ED(Z) /‘(grad b)(x(z, s)) . V(X) ds. 
II 
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From (7 1) and the definition of J we infer that 
In stretched coordinates (76) implies 
where we needed the asymptotics of G to justify this inequality. But curlb = J and in 
dimension 2, the gradient is equal to the curl rotated by 7r/2. Thus (75) implies: 
(78) 
which we integrate over M. With the help of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we arrive 
at the estimate 
I/* 
(79) vol(M))b(e)l 5 CE (I IJ(xh 7) I2 dd!4 drl > &a@q. MX(O,l) 
Hence we obtain: 
(80) lb(&)/ 5 U(K2)E. 
On the other hand, we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to (75), which gives: 
031) 
.l 
I~(x(G 71))1* I CE* J I J(x(x, 4>1* ds. 0 
Integrating on M x (0, l), this yields 
(82) J 2 2 Ib(X(? $)I"d'ldv& 5 O(K- >& . Mx(O,l) 
Hence in unstretched variables 
(83) J p1* dx 5O(8)&". WE) 
This proves all the claims of Lemma 4. 
Q.E.D. 
We proceed with an L” estimate for Ai restricted to O(E). Consider the system of 
displaymaths in R*: 
(84) curl curl Ai = J! div Ai = 0. 
We shall solve this system using a fundamental solution, and then estimate its solution 
uniformly on O(E). 
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A fundamental solution is a matrix valued distribution N on R2 of the form: 
with columns 
(86) Nl= (;:), N2= (3. 
The columns of N must satisfy the equations 
(87) curl curl Ni = So 
1 
0 0 ’ 
div Ni = 0, curl curl Na = 60 0 
0 1 ’ 
div N2 = 0. 
If we start from 
(88) 
we find the correct Ni by adding to fii, the gradient of an adequately chosen function, so 
as to cancel the divergence of Ni. We act symmetrically for N2 and we find that 
(89) 
1 N=G lnr + (cz~)~T-~ x1x2F2 x1x2v2 In r + (x2)‘F2 
is a fundamental solution. 
LEMMA 5. - The vector potential given by 
(90) Ai=N*J 
satisfies the estimate 
(91) IAil~-p(c)) i OW2)&d~. 
Proof. - Let us estimate (N * J) 1 oCEj: for this purpose, we decompose N as 
N=fi+fi, 
The most singular part of N is fi; thus let us start by an estimate on In r * J: 
(93) I(lnr * J)(x)1 I 
(.I 
l/2 
b(lx - s4)12 dy 
> 
I JILWE)). WE) 
The integral of the square of ln(ls - yj) can be decomposed as 
(94) I Mix - YI>I” dy + II-Ylsplnw I (, _ x Y ,,p~nn( ,b(iz - yl>l” dy. E 
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But we have: 
(951 
The second integral satisfies the estimate 
(96) I [ln(jz - y()12dy 5 (lnp)2vol(R(E)) 5 CE(lnp)‘. * tl-YI>PlwE) 
We choose p = fi so as to balance the contribution from the two terms of (76), and 
we find that 
(97) .I b(l~ - YI>I~ dy 5 C&141/E). 62(E) 
Using the estimate (76) we conclude that that for all 2 in Q(E), 
(98) )(ln7’* J)(X)/ < 0(C2)Edi. 
In order to estimate fi * J, we observe that f? is bounded; hence, 
(99) lfi * J/(x) L c[vo~(R(~))11’21JIL~(n(E)) 5 qK-2)& 
which completes the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
The estimate established in Lemma 5 will be used in the next section to show that A; 
does not appear in the leading order term of the expansion of the energy. We note that the 
inequality (91) imposes a stronger estimate as K. increases, which means that the material 
is deeper in the type II regime [3]. 
5. Estimates for E and convergence of the minimizers 
Let z be a function on A4 x (0,l); its normal average is defined by: 
(100) (dz)(4 = 1’ 4x> rl) h 
It is also possible to define the normal average of a differential form w of degree 1 on 
A4 x (0,l) which has the local expression a(B, q)dt9; it is the differential form dw on AL? 
which has the local expression (da)dB. It is immediate that 
(101) IPh(iv) 5 Ih(~x(o,l)). 
Moreover, if we denote dmf the differential of a function 
taken only along AL?, we have 
(102) ddf = ddnff. 
f of class C1 on fb! x (O? l>v 
From these elementary considerations, we infer that A is a linear continuous map from 
P(M x (0,l)) to S(M). 
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THEOREM 6. - Let (uE, A”) be a m inimizer of E, and let wE be the normal average of 
uE o Q; the following estimate holds, where v is a m inimizer of F: 
(103) (1 + C&)F(v) >_ E(Q, A”) 2 (1 - C&)F(w”) - q/m. 
Proof. - The upper bound on E was already established within the proof of Theorem 3. 
We start our proof of the lower bound with an auxiliary inequality: let me, rnq be any 
non zero elements of C2; there exists a number 
(104) a = O(E2) 
such that: 
(105) Ges)mej2 + 2!RGeVmemV + GVql rnv12 2 (1 - a)Geelms12 + iG”n(mVi2, 
uniformly in E, n and 0. To show how to choose a, we may replace without loss of 
generality (me, rnv) by @me, mq), with t a real number and we may also assume that 
(me, rnq) does not vanish. Then, it suffices to find Q such that the trinomial in t 
( 106) &2Gee)m”j2 + 2t!J?Gevmeti~ + iG”“Jrn”j2 
does not change sign over W. It suffices to choose (Y such that uniformly in n, 8 and E 
According to (21), it is possible to find a satisfying (104) and (107). 
It follows that any m inimizer of E satisfies the inequality: 
This in turn implies that 
In addition, we conclude from lemmas 2 and 5 that A” is bounded on Q(E) independently 
of E. Relations (27) and (29) imply respectively that: 
(110) IA”el = O(l), 141 = O(E) 
uniformly in E, 7 and 0. Thus, (109) leads to the estimate 
(111) 
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Similarly, 
(112) 
We estimate the variation of AZ B ( along the normal, starting from the identity: 
The first term of (113) is bounded by O(E), because A” is smooth, and &$/XI is bounded; 
the second term of (113) is also bounded by O(E), thanks to the explicit expression of 
(ae/&?) - (d$/d0). Therefore, 
(114) A:,& 7) - A:,eV, 0) = O(E)> 
uniformly in n, 0 and E. 
Using estimate (114) together with Lemma 5 we obtain: 
(115) 
.I 
l A@’ o 9 dt9 = A:.,@> O)w”($Q)) + O(q/m)> 
0 
where wE is the normal average of zF. 
Next we apply (115), the Cauchy Schwarz inequality and the identity 
to get 
dw” - - 
= dd 
iA:,B(H,0)wE~2 + O(&@$ 
Thus, with the help of (19) and (21) we can see that: 
(118) .I’ n(E) [(grad - iA”)u”12 dx 
n 
2 E(1 - Cc) J D(dw” - iAE3,w’d0, dw” - iAz,owEdO)* dvolhl M 
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In a similar fashion, let us estimate V(Q) - V(w”): as V is Lipschitz continuous on 
(1~1 5 l}, there is a constant C such that 
I./ 
112 
(119) D(V(u”) - V(w’)) dz 5 c I (s 
DJU” - WE12dZ > 
. 
Q(E) Q(E) 
But from (111) it follows that 
(120) s D(u” 0 9 - w’ 0 $12 &01&f dq = 0(&Z). hix(O,l) 
Combining (118), (119) and (120) we finally obtain 
(121) E(uE, A”, C) 2 (1 - Ce)F(w’) - C~dm, 
which completes the proof. 
We are now in a position to state our main result: 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 7. - Let (u’, A’) be the sequence of m inimizers of E(., ., E). Then every 
subsequence of normal averages w” converges strongly in H’(M) to a m inimizer v of F. 
Proof. - Let (uE, A’) be a m inimizer of E. Relations (111) and (112) show that uE o Q is 
bounded in H1 (M x (0,l)). Hence it is possible to extract a subsequence of the sequence 
ZL~ o q which converges weakly in H1 (M x (0,l)) and strongly in L2(M x (0,l)) to a 
certain lim it u’. As A is continuous from H1 (M x (0,l)) equipped with the strong topology 
to H1 (M) equipped with the strong topology, it is also continuous from H1 (M x (0,l)) 
equipped with the weak topology to H1 (M) equipped with the weak topology; thus wE 
converges weakly in HI(M) to w” = Au’. 
The lower semi-continuity of the H1 norm implies that 
( 122) lim inf F(w”) 2 F(w’). 
Taking the lim it E + 0 in (103), using (122) and the fact that ?I is a global m inimizer 
of F  we get 
(123) F(v) = F(w’), 
which means that w” must be a m inimizer of F. The equality in (123) forces an equality 
in (122). That means that the H1 norm of wE converges to the H1 norm of U. Therefore 
tiF converges to u strongly in HI(M). 
Q.E.D. 
We remark that from (111) it follows that in fact u”(x(z, 770)) converges strongly to u in 
L2 (M) for any fixed ~0 E (0,l). In addition we observe that since M  is one dimensional, 
the H1 convergence implies also the convergence in L”(M). 
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6. Discussion 
We have derived a one dimensional approximation of the Ginzburg-Landau energy in 
thin rings. Our derivation is valid for rings with any smooth shape, and it allows for rings 
with varying thickness. The main physical measurable quantity is the current. Theorem 7 
and the estimates (110) and (111) show that as E tends to zero, the J, component of the 
current in 0(c) converges to zero, while the tangential component of the current converges 
to the current associated with the limiting F problem. 
We shall now show that the problem can be further simplified by eliminating the phase 
of the order parameter 71. Let 71 be a minimizer of F defined by (55); we can write it as 
Then dv = (dy + iyd4)ei4, so that F can be rewritten as a function of y and 4: 
(125) F(v) = k(y, 4) = / D[(dy> dy)* + (ap - d$, 2, - d$)*y’ - y* +y”/2] dvol~. 
. M 
Here a, is the differential form on A4 which is given by A,,edB in local coordinates. 
The Euler-Lagrange equations for y and 4 can be readily written down in local 
coordinates; they are 
(126) 
+ (Dy(y2 - 1)) 0 q&j + - Doti d(4°q)-A 
,/G d@ 
e,B 
o$z 0 = 
and 
(127) 
Equation (127) means that 
(128) 
is locally constant over M; as M is connected, this expression is a constant which we 
call I, the total current in the ring. 
Assume that y does not vanish over M; in Theorem 3 we observed that the minimizers 
u are of class C2; thus 4 is a smooth function on M, and the integral of dc$ over A4 is 
an integer multiple of 2n, say 27rN, because ei” is continuous. 
On the other hand, the flux of K-~II, through of R0 is the integral over Rc of 
curl A, = K-~II, and thanks to Stokes’ theorem it is equal to: 
(129) 
Therefore, we can integrate the relation (cJ (128) 
(130) 
dvolM 
d$ - ii, = I- 
Dy2 
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- = 27rN - a. 
AI y2D 
Define 
(132) A= - .I’ 
dvol&f 
iv Y’D ’ 
so that I can be expressed as 1 = (27rN - @)/A. The value of dq5 - a, obtained 
from (130) is substituted into (125) and we get: 
(133) p(y, 27rN - (a) = 
.I 
D [(dy, dy)* - y2 + y4/2] dvolnl + (27rN - (P)2A-‘. 
hf 
G iven y, F(y, 2nN - a) is minimal when the integer N is closest to @ /(2~). This 
determines uniquely I2 in terms of y and @ ; substituting the expression we found for 1 
in (126) we derive the Euler-Lagrange equation for y 
(K14) -f (ZV) + (DY(Y2 - 1)) 0 lilJgeB + 
I”&56 
(y3D) o I/I = OS 
This non local differential equation of the second order has previously been obtained 
in 111, PI. 
Our analysis indicates the quantum mechanical aspect of the model. Unlike classical 
electrodynamics, the system is affected by the magnetic potential (through the flux @)  
and not just by the magnetic field. For example, even if the applied field is supported 
outside n(e), it has an O(1) effect on the superconducting electrons. This is precisely the 
celebrated Aharonov-Bohm effect. 
When the magnetic flux is changed by an integer times 27r, the winding number N is 
adjusted accordingly and 21rN - Q  is not changed. Therefore the wave function and all 
measurable quantities are invariant. This periodicity in the magnetic flux was discovered 
experimentally by Little and Parks [S], [ 1 I]. 
In Section 2 we scaled the length by the coherence length I. While this is one of the 
standard scalings in superconductivity, it has the disadvantage of scaling out the temperature 
from the problem. If one wants to consider the phase transitions by varying both the 
magnetic field and the temperature, it is beneficial to bring < back. For completeness we 
write down the resulting equations for the special case in which M is a circle of radius R. 
We change the lengthscale from < into R, and set p = (R/E)‘. With a little abuse of 
notation equation (134) now reads: 
(135) -$(Dfy) + (27rN - GT)~D-‘~-~A-~ + Dpy(y2 - 1) = o. 
The derivation given above for the y equation is valid under the assumption that ‘u has 
no zeros. If TJ vanishes at some point, say at B = 0, then according to (128) I = 0. 
Therefore at all other points d$/d0 = a,, which determines the phase. Notice that since ‘o 
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vanishes at 19 = 0, the phase is not topologically constrained any more. The y equation 
now simplifies into: 
(136) - -f Df y+Dpy(y2-l)=O. 
,( ) 
supplemented by the boundary conditions y(0) = y(27r) = 0. The question of whether 
there are indeed minimizers which have zeros is very subtle. It is dicussed in detail in [2] 
where examples of such solutions are given for special choices of p and Cp. The occurence 
of zeros is associated with contrictions in the ring. This is similar to vortex pinning by 
weak links in thin films [4]. 
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